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Latest update
Brussels Hoax
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(note above video is recent update)

Published on Apr 7, 2016
Russ Brown
The Belgium terrorist attack in Brussels is a false flag hoax and here is the proof. It was fronted by
Politico, covered up by AFP and organised by the EU.
01:48 a Brussels crisis actor is in the wrong location and received instructions to change location with
the team assigned to her.
Crisis actors are told to arrive in clothes hiding their appearance and then change.
04:46 The terror attack in Brussels (which is now confirmed a hoax) used CCTV footage from
Moscow 2011
06:12 the reason the Brussels police (who swears in English) did not want the camera filming outside
the Maelbeek metro is because they were not just using crisis actors but also a dummy. You can see
its arms flop around here.
11:27 is proof the Zaventem airport was being refurbished and the part the terrorist attacks happened
was shut off. That the footage shown from Fox was from a drill.
12:26 Brussels airport section closed where the terrorist attack was supposed to take place = busted!
13:11 Here we see the supposed inside of Brussels airport after the bombing and what we are really
seeing is a work site with generators and a bucket, sand etc. When it is put in context they are sooo
busted.
13:51 oh dear it looks like Mike is busted! The crisis actor shot was traced back to him by the great
work of Wee See and Deensdude. So this is what a job at the EU in PR and 'geostrategy' involves?
Remind me to vote to leave the EU in the coming UK referendum in case I forget.
27:00 witness testimony from the basketball player in the Brussels attack which is a must watch from
this point onwards.
34:49 Here you can see the pharmacy in the Brussels airport was not bombed
39:13 Ketevan Kardava upto no good here. She must repent and turn to Jesus. God is watching
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Ketevan.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/artic...
I have included a link to Wikipedia just so you can laugh at how people still actually trust it...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_Br...
42:45 here we see the Politico journalists are fronting the hoax both in this clip and again here at
48:57
Starting at 43:00 is a must watch hilarious compilation of Brussels bombing crisis actors.
51:00 Mason Wells is connected to Boston, Paris and Brussels and his father Chad Wells (seems to
be the CIA guy running the whole thing) in my opinion.
57:00 a very funny edit by Paulstall service of Ginnie Watson, who I remember seeing on TV after
the Paris terrorist attack and my jaw was literally on the floor. Not because of her good looks but
because she was nearly as bad as a NASA press conference after a mars rover lands.
01:02:15 is proof the black glove theory was nonsense and was more photoshopping.
01:23:29 More media hoaxes at the Paris attack 2015.
01:31:40 Ibrahim El-Bakraoui who has been falsely accused of the Brussels attacks. Hasna Ait
Boulahcen, also died in the raid in Saint-Denis and appears to have been executed?.Her cousin,
alleged ringleader Abdelhamid Abaaoud.
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